Instructions for using the BENCH-PLATE®
The BENCH-PLATE® is a useful utility surface plate, with an attached parallel bar for the use in setting the
greens mower rear roller parallel to the reel. By setting the mower on the plate with the reel flush against
the parallel bar, the rear roller (with brackets loosened) can be set flush against the plate thus making it
parallel to the reel. The correct rear roller attitude can also be adjusted in this manner.
Parallel Bar

How It Works
1) Set the mower on the plate with the reel on top
of the parallel bar and set the bedknife against the
edge of the parallel bar (Figure B).
2) Check rear roller by using a piece of paper or
feeler gage (.005) at the points shown Figure A.
The reel must be held flush against the parallel bar
while this check is being made. If the feeler gage or
paper does not easily slide between the roller and
the plate, the reel roller is parallel to the reel.
If it slides through easily, the roller is not parallel
and must be adjusted as follows:

Figure B

a) Loosen the rear roller brackets as shown in
Figure A.
b) While holding the mower in place (it is important
to keep the reel flush against the parallel bar). Push
the rear roller down making it flush against the
surface of the plate.
c) Tighten Brackets (Figure A).
3) With the rear roller Parallel to the reel the height
of cut can now be accurately made by using the
Accu-Gage.

Figure A
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Hold Mower In Place

Set Bedknife Against the
edge of the Parallel

For More Information
Consult your Mower Manual
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7836 Bethel Church Rd. Saline, MI 48176
Fax (734) 429-3985
www.accuproducts.com

Loosen to Adjust Rear Roller

Thank you for choosing our products. If you have
any questions or comments, please let us know.
You may call at (800) 253-2112 or (734) 429-9571
or email info@accuproducts.com

